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Administrivia

- Pass the blue sheets
- Use the mic

Need:
- Scribe
- Someone to monitor jabber room and relay questions/comments
Agenda

- WG Status + Agenda bashing
- UTO WGLC scraps
- ECN-SYN WGLC comments
- Advancing F-RTO
- ACK-CC
- TCP-AUTH Design Team Output
Status

- SYN Flood document published as RFC 4987

- Finishing WGLC
  - Soft errors
    - Waiting on final author editing

- UTO
Status (cont.)

- In WGLC currently:
  - 2581 bis
  - ECN-SYN

- Both over on Dec/21

- Waiting on an applicability statement for tcpsecure
Status (cont.)

- TCP-AUTH design team has finished
  - General agreement on the -00 document within the team
  - Still work to be done
- Keying work to be started outside TCPM